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The Computer Outbounds also have plans to start a service called TuneIn Radio that will allow
Spotify users to stream radio shows from around the world. Spotify added podcast support to
the Linux version of its app in April, which included support for the free-to-listen "audio books"
feature that was introduced in 2014. Although Spotify's Linux version has only limited podcast
support at present, other free-to-listen radio platforms are fairly common. Free alternatives:
FreepdB, Radio Earth, and RPi Radio FreepdB is a simple, powerful, and easy-to-use freeware

application that can be used to create internet radio programs. To use it, you first need to sign
up with one of the many providers like TuneIn Radio that offer podcasts (for a modest monthly
fee). Next, the app requires a public access frequency (PAS) number, which can be obtained
from your internet service provider (ISP) or a local university. After that, you can use the app
to create and stream an internet radio show, either one of your own choosing, or one of the
many free-to-listen radio shows available on the internet (which you can search for on the

FreepdB website). FreepdB supports a simple playlist manager, so you can easily organize and
search for multiple shows at once. The web interface doesn't allow users to personalize the
user interface, and does not support the slideshow feature. However, FreepdB does have a

few bugs that prevent it from being a fully-featured application. One major bug is that
although you can transfer podcasts between devices using the application, the app fails to

remember the last volume level from device to device. If you switch from a smartphone to a
tablet, for example, you must reconnect the app to get the volume levels to match. Lastly, the
app is missing an option to create a custom radio station with music provided by the user. RPi
Radio is also a simple, easy-to-use freeware application that allows users to create and play
internet radio stations. The application requires a RPi microcontroller (used for embedded

computing) to be connected to the internet. Users can optionally purchase an optional
wireless speaker that can receive the signals from the RPi. RPi Radio's default website

provides lists of free-to-listen podcasts
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